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Nikah [Islamic Marriage] Contract
First: The first party (the groom) acknowledges after he made an ijab [formal proposal of
marriage] and qubul [acceptance of the proposal] that he accepts to make legal nikah with the
second party (the bride). The second party (the bride) acknowledges after she made an ijab and
qubul that she accepts to make legal nikah with the first party (the groom), and with approval of
her wali [male guardian].
Second: The amount of al-sadaq al-mu`ajjal [an arbitrary payment, in the form of money or
possessions, paid by the groom to the bride at the time of marriage]: 5 mithqals [1 mithqal=4.25
grams] of 21-karat gold was paid by the first party to the second party.
The amount of al-muajjal [an arbitrary payment, in the form of money or possessions, paid by
the groom to the bride at the time of divorce]: 19 mithqals of 21-karat gold should be paid after
death or divorce, whichever comes first, and will not be exempted unless paid or dropped [by the
second party].
Groom’s name: (masked)

Bride’s name: (masked)

Mother’s name: (masked)

Mother’s name: (masked)

Marital status: Unmarried Religion: Muslim

Marital status: Unmarried Religion: Muslim

Place and DOB: Rawah, Anbar – 1990
ID number: 00666333

Phone No. [Blank]

Place and DOB: Rawah, Anbar – 1990
ID number: 695129 Phone No. [Blank]

Address: Wilayat al-Furat/Rawah/al-Hasaniyah Address: Wilayat al-Furat/Rawah/al-Hasaniyah
Bride’s wali: (masked)

ID #: 00355026 Place and DOB: `Ana, Anbar – 1955

Relationship [to the bride]: Her father

Reason of wilayah: [Blank]

Address: Wilayat al-Furat/ Rawah/ al-Hasaniyah village
First witness: (masked)

Mother’s name: (masked)

ID no.: 00352066

Place and DOB: Rawah, Anbar 1961 Address: Wilayat al-Furat/Rawah/al-`Askari
Neighborhood
Second witness: (masked)

Mother’s name: (masked)

ID no.: 00332118

Place and DOB: Rawah, Anbar 1966 Address: Wilayat al-Furat/al-Qaim/al-Karablah

Signed on: 01/21/1438

Corresponding to 10/22/2016

[A stamp in the bottom reads:] Islamic State / Wilayat al-Furat Judiciary / The Northern Sector
Courthouse / The Emir
[Fingerprints of the following were provided]
The Groom

The Bride

Bride’s Wali

First Witness

Second Witness

